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Beneath her hair lay more hair, the black strands cables holding
up the suspension bridge that is her head. If you could peer through
these fibers—and few can—you would spy yet another world living
upon her scalp. Her skull is the mantle of this planet, the skin a
crust, the hair an atmosphere. Under this atmosphere, running
about, tiny mothers in tiny minivans, with tiny bumper stickers with
the wee-est messages scrawled across them: I vote for level-headed-
ness. Let's forget the word “tiny,” now that that's obvious. A
mechanic has a tow truck. He is grease-splattered. His grease-
splatteredness makes its way all across the globe. This is the man of
our woman's dreams—our woman with the thick hair. What we—the
compilers of this volume—mean, is that this man had once shaved
his goatee and when he did so he entered the woman's dreams. He
fell through her scalp-crust, fell through the thin fatty layer, fell
through the parietal, into the cerebral cortex, and thus became a
dream of a man with no goatee. When he emerged he was
inextricably changed: he ordered a cleanup of the world of the
woman's scalp. This mechanic's greasiness became biodiesel, the
scalp area grew more atmospheric hair. The tiny—sorry—people of
this tiny—sorry again—world, breathed wonderful air. The woman
ended up on a television commercial where she flipped her hair
through air lit by a director of photography's lights. This woman
became famous even if only for a while. Then everyone forgot about
her and her thick hair. And everyone upon her scalp died and the
planet went extinct. And then the woman died the way all women
die: her hands were crossed over her body peacefully.
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